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Abstract

It is known tlrat a rat can take a shortcut even if it is an inexperienced path for the rat.
Recently, the relation between the neurogenesis and learning mechanism has aftracted attention.
ln this paper, we present a neural network model for the memory formation by introducing the
neurogenesis in order to achieve successful navigation. We discuss two types of neurogeneses.
Both types of neurogeneses play an important role in acquiring a universal rule in the navigation
and avoiding incorrect leamings. It is considered that real animals use either type or both types
of the neurogeneses presented here.
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l. lntroduction

Recently, the study on the neurogenesis of adult animals has developed rapidly [3].
Neurogenesis means the generation of neurons in the brain, and its obvious relation
with learning has been pointed out [12,16]. In the case of an adult rat, the hippocampus
is known as the field where the neurogenesis takes place U]. [t takes place especially
in a novel environment enriched with many atffactive materials for the rat [4]. But, its
concrete learning mechanism has not yet been understood.
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On the other hand, we, as higher animals, use abstract infonnation to solve com-
plicated problems. For example, it is known that a rat is able to solve navigation
problerns. The rat chooses a shorter way in an unfamiliar environment, even if it is
an inexperienced way for the rat [l9]. In case the information about the environment
is incomplete for the rat, it is considered that the rat infers the goal direction by
utilization of characters of the space that the rat has acquired through experiencing
various environments, i.e. with the help of the cognitive map [8], and then chooses
a proper passage. The cognitive map is the intemal map of the rat for navigation.
In this paper, a "map" is defined as a system which makes the shortcut navigation
possible.

To suggest one plausible functional role of the neurogenesis, we present a neural
network rnodel for the fonnation of memory by introducing neurogenesis in the rat's
navigation. In our model, neurogenesis plays a cntcial role in acquiring a map. Below
we show that our rnodel equipped with the neurogenesis can carry out shortcut well,
and introduce two types of the neurogeneses. Then, we compare this model with a
model that is not equipped with the neurogenesis but with highly decaying connections
that are expected to be comparable to the performance of our rnodel.

2. Model

2.1. Ouerall stntcture of the model

For planning the route to the goal, there is the graph search, and some biornirnetic
navigation models using the gmph search are proposed (e.9., [5,8,15]). However, since
each node corresponds to a specific location, these models cannot cope with environ-
mental changes. They cannot choose unknown paths and can only take a path from
already known places. Thus, those models do not realize the shortcut navigation in a
newly encountered environment. A fundamental idea which overcomes this problem
is to make the meaning of each node abstract type. As described later, this becomes
possible by introducing the neurogeneses into the graph search.

Our model is composed of four layers and one reward (RW) cell (Fig. I ). The layers
are called V-, F-, M-, and W-layers, respectively. Each layer consists of cells that are
combined into forms suitable for functions of each layer. The V-layer detects changes
of the visual information and stores the model's views. The V-layer connects with the
F-layer. When the model meets with a novel environment, connections between the
V-layer and the FJayer are reset.

The FJayer is considered to be the hippocampus. That is, the FJayer has recurrent
connections as a circulatory network, connections with other layers vary abruptly, and
they perform the neurogenesis.

More precisely, recurrent connections are made between activated cells to memorize
the tirne evolution of activities of cells in the FJayer. Moreover, when the total input
to the F-layer from the V- and the FJayer is below a threshold, that is, when the
rnodel cannot position or predict the input from the outside, the F-layer causes the
neurogenesis. As the neurogenesis process model; we make the rnodel generate a new
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Fig.2. Flow of the neurogenesis: the model (l) generates a new cell in the F-layer, (2) connects it with
activated cells between the V-layer and the F-layer, and (3) extinguishes an inactive cell in the FJayer.

cell in the F-layer, connect it with activated cells between the V-layer and the F-layer,
and extinguish one of the inactive cells in the FJayer (Fig. 2).

The M-layer is constructed with motor neurons. Each motor neuron encodes an
egocentric direction (i.e. a movement to the forward, the left, etc). In our simulation,
the rnodel can move in eight directions. Therefore, the M-layer has eight neurons. [n
addition, activities at the M-layer provide constraints for selecting recurrent connections
between cells in the F-layer.

For sirnplicity, we divide the model into two modes. (However, it can be explained
as nervous dynarnics like in Schmajuk and Thierne [l5] with a difference in the time
scale.) One is the Learning mode, which relates a previons view to a current view with
a recurrent corurection in the FJayer. [f the rnodel arrives at the goal, a cell, which is
active on the F-layer, will rnake connection with the RW cell. The other rnode is the
Reflection mode, which generates an adequate prediction of the goal through a closed
loop in the F-layer and activates the W-layer by the FJayer through the RW cell. In
the Reflection mode, the rnodel searches for the pathway from the current position to
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vw =5x+ y +25dr vw =4Ox+8Q-f l+dr

Fig. 3. Example of environments: each environment has a set of views. Each view uru is decided by a
linear combination of the model's position (.r,y) and allocentric direction dr. Irc coefficients arc different
for different environments.

the goal for every direction. When the RW cell is activated through connections from
the F-layer, the RW cell activates the W-layer.

Each cell of the WJayer memorizes an activity of the RW cell for each direction.
Since the activity of the RW cell becomes lower with the distance to the goal, the
direction of the cell which shows the highest activity on the W-layer is the closest to
the goal direction.

2.2. Enufu'oru17ents arul uiews

An "environment" consists of a 3 x 3 or 4 x 4 matrix as illustrated in Fig. 3. In
Fig. 3, "S" means the start position and "G" means the assigned goal. Each environment
has a set of views. At each position and direction of the model in the environment, the
corresponding view is input into the V-layer of the model. Each view rnv is decided
by an equation that is composed of the model's position (r, y) and allocentric direction
dr. The view uw is a linear combination of x, y and dr, but its coefficients are different
for different environments (Fig. 3).

If the position or direction of the rnodel is changed, so is the view. Then the corre-
sponding cell of the V-layer, which has the same number as ulv, becomes active. The
one-to-one correspondence is found between each cell of the V-layer and views in each
environment, although the cell happens to rnatch some views over all environrnents.
The relationship between views is different for different environments, so that, which
cell becomes active the next tirne depends on environments. Note that the model cannot
distinguish the model's direction or position from the nv itself.

2.3. Sinuilation protocol end fornrul cle,scriptiort oJ' tlrc nrodel

The initial conditions are as follows:

鋳 =300,埼 =250,where ⅣF and Jtt are the number of neurons of the F―layer

and the V―layero The M―layer and the W二layer have eight neurons each.

The outpllt of the Jth neuron of the F―layer,4,iS l ifJ=ゴ0,and O otherwise.The
in畿〕x,JO=A午。

1ツんiS a random vahe between O and O.1(VJ,。ノ),Where lッ詩is the connection weight
froln the.ノth neuron ofthe V‐layer to the Jth neuron of the F‐layer.
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1ソ諄M is O(∀J,ブ,た),Where lソ諄M is the connection weight from theノth neuron of the
F‐layer and theたth neuron of the M―layer to the Jth neuron of the F,layer.

1し'AF iS O(∀J),Where lソAF iS the connection weight from the Jth neuron ofthe F‐layer

to the RW cen.

d′・=0,where d′ ・is tlle inodel's aHocentHc(geOmetHc)direCtiOno The value d′ e takes

from O to 7.d′・=l means 45° clockwise direction compared with d″ =0。 In the same

way,d′・=′7 meanS 45°clockwise direction compared with d′・=4-1(″:{0,1,…。,7})。
So,the inodel can select one out of the eight directions.

J71==0,Where rt is the inodel's egocentric direction which ineans fOlnvard,left,right,

and so one “0" ineans forward and the relationships between``0" and other values

are the saine with as in the case of dr・.

The model attempts some trials at each environment. During each trial, the model
carries out the following steps.

Step l. Leurningy mocle: Turn the model's head towards the rrth egocentric direction.
The output of the dth neuron of the M-layer, I',ir, is I if i: m, and 0 otherwise.

The ith neuron of the F-layer is given by the following equations:

叫=ΣW詩4+αΣVttMイ4,
ノ          .ノ,々

Ja=arby l陽
計(叫)'

where

of the

and y`

dennition

to be O。7

Eqs. (5) and (6) show the
F-layer. It can be interpreted
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is the membrane potential of the ith neuron of the F-layer. If is the output
neuron of the F-layer. f{ is ttre output of the .lth neuron of the V-layer,
I if the rnodel looks at the.ith view,.7 _ ltvt and Id=0 otherwise (forthe
of "u'rs'n, see the Section 2.2), while a is a positive constant which is fixed
in our rnodel.

lf Uf is below the threshold value Y(:0.2 in our model and the definition of ra is
written in Eq. (2)), the F-layer causes neurogenesis as follows:
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activation of that cell. It means the generation of a new cell. Because the newbom cell
is active, it makes a new connectio.n by the next Eqs. (8) and (9).

Changes in connections rufly, urflf" are given by the following equations:

dlッ詩/d′=た1耳(4-1ソ詩),

dl′νttM/d′=た2暮瑠氣イー1′ッ諄M)+た3(0-lッ詳M),
where kl, k2 and fr3 are positive constants.

The tirne in the next Reflec'tion mode, t, sets 0. The strength of the activity of the
RW cell, I[*, is given by the following equation:

4w=moX(1′ノAF耳)'

wheК lッAFおthe∞nnec●on from the Jth neuЮn ofthe F4ayer to the RW cdl.
Sη 2。Rヴυε力′1′,lθル:

1。′= 1 .

2。Calculation of 4:

碑=ΣW鶴/(d4/壷),
.ノよ

耳= ~剛ち五二l,
where/(χ)=l ifχ>0,and/・(χ)=0 0thenvisee Calculate Eq。(10)・

′=′ +1,

3. If′<〔10,go back to 2。

4。Calculation of the output of the″2th neuЮn ofthe W‐layer,珊 :

珊 =腎 X(4W)'

「
L ll∴

ご
'

5.If″つ≠0,go tO Step l.

Step 3. Mouement: Pick up the egocenhic direction rrr (the definition is the same
as n) which has the highest value of lqi,.
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Y# - mlx(r\i').

Reset nxt' to a random direction if Ylfr'
rnove towards the mrth direction.

(8)

( 9 )

(10)

(H)

( 1 2 )

(13)

( 1 4 )

( 1 5 )

(  l 6 )

is irnpossible for the rnodel to
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( 1 8 )
v tI F  -

Calculate
direction.

0 otherwise.

qs.(l}{3) once again and move the model towards the rrrth egocentric

″ =

′0=ι a・

nxt'* dr, tnr * dl'

ntr * dl'- 8 otherwise.
( 1 9 )

(20)

Go back to Step l until the l■odel reaches the goal or 10 til■es inaxllnuin iteration。

lf the model has acquired the map(for the dennition of`'map",sec lntЮ duction),

it can successft11ly activate the RW cell and cells of the W―layero The value of X伴″

is inversely proportional to the distance froln the current position of the inodel to the

goal and the direction″1′
・ilnplies the goal direction.

In a similar mallner as Schmttuk and Thieme's model[15],our mOdel turns its

head towards each direction, and looks at the corresponding viewo Then, the inodel

is reininded of the goal by the recurent lletwork Of the F‐layer and concludes as to

which direじtion activates the lRW cen inost stronglyo However,we add a new function

as the neurogenesis into the model,whereas Schmttuk and Thieme's model assumes

place censo since the einergence of the l■ap froln egocentric infonnation is our current

intel℃)st,we cannot prepare place cens a priorio Moreover,since the inforlnation lowing

in the inodel becolnes lnore abstract,the lllodel can apply the same network to various

environinents and locate the goal even if the environinent is novel for the l■odel. If

the concluded direction is a possible direction to move to,the l■odel takes a shortcut。

2.イ. ドtι′rθθピ′7ピ∫ぶ `′υθi(ls f“ごθr・「・ピごF rCJα′・′71iF7″∫

To avoid incorrect leamings, we introduce the neurogenesis into the modelo The

neurogenesis brings two kinds of new connections when the maxilnuin of the total

input of each cen in the F‐layer is below the threshold.(〕ne is a connection between

the V‐layer and the F‐layer, and the other is a recurrent connection in the F‐layer by

introducillg a new ceH in the F― layer(and eXtinguishing an inactive cen)。  In other

words,the neurogenesis takes place when the l■ odel ineets the inexpeHenced situation

or a scenario which cannot be predicted.

Most of the incorect leamings occur when thё  l■od01 faces a new environinent in

succession after expeHence of solne other environinentso For exalnple,when the l■ odel

runs a path with a sequence of activated cells of the M―layer,″1′・={0,0,0}(means that

the model moves fowvard three times),in the en宙 ronment C(Fig.4a),the COnnectiolls

wtt and wttM areぉmed Hke h ng。5a.Then,the modd tt put hto the enviЮnment
D(Fig。4b),reSets lソんto O,and runs a path with a sequence of act市ated cells of the
M‐layer,′,tr={0,6,3,7).The nrst act市ated cel of the F―layer at each statting poillt
iS.lhe sallle through environlllents and its activity is conveyed to the F―layer through

lア[`∬
″
,along the model's movemento However,when there is a movement into an

inexperienced direction whose corresponding lット1∬
r iS 10w,an incolTect learning,that

ｒ

り

ヽ

Ｌ

Ｅ
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mr=3 /
vw=t /

/
t

mr=6

vw=5
mrJ0^

vw=3

(b)

Fig。4.Examples of paths for explaining incorrect leanling:(a)Environment C:the inodel runs a path with
a sequence of act市ated cells of the M‐layer,″:′・={0,0,0)・See section 2。3 for the deinition of″I′。.(b)
En宙Юnment D:the model is put into En宙Юnment D,and rtans a path with a sequence′,:″={0,6,3,7).

is a contradicting conn∝tion as shown in Fig。 5b, may occur in the F‐layer unless

neurogenesis is perfomed.In Fig.5b,the third ceH ofthe F―layer developed duplicated

meanings, nalnely“2 steps forward froln the sta■
"and“ l step left from the start"。

We call this contradicting connection between the previous environinent and the new

environment``error connection"。

Since the neurogenesis fol11ls a new connection which is temporarily separated frorn
the alreaゥfOmed network of lノ詳M,lt can avoid∞威radicting connecti9ns.Fig。5c
shows an ideal bmation pЮcess of the netwoよof lνttM.In Fig。5c,cells α and b
of the F‐layer are generated and activated in order to make new connections. Then

cens α and b fonn correct connections with othёr cells of the F―layero Such a network

fonnation enables the model to predict the direction of a goalo Although the new cell

(the Cell b Of the F‐layer in Fige 5c)d∝ s nOt necessaHly connect with the already

folニュled network quickly(the third cell of the F―layer in Fig。5c),connections nt for

given environments are integrated into one network by selection and a1l others disappear
through expenencing vaHous environments。

2.5。■rθ rypθ∫げ ′?`ιイJ・θθ″′7ぴθ∫

Neurogenesis is theoretically classined into two types.One is the temporal type

(Tetype),in WhiCh a newbom neuЮ n memorizes new infonnation,and then is extin―

guished by losing competition atter transfelTing the infonnation to the existing network.
Another is the peHnanent type(P‐type),in WhiCh a newboHl neuron memo■ zes new

infonnation, and then is positioned in the existing network by connecting with that

networko lt is expected that real aniinals use cither or both types of the neurogenesis

presented here.
For example,when the model moves in order,″っr={0,0,2,0}and then{1,7,2},in

EnviЮnment И(Rg.6a),the COnneclons wtt andッ鶴 areぉmed Hke h
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Fig. 5. Exarnples of connections for explaining incorrect learning: the model

C, then (b) in Environment D (incorrect learning) or (c) in Environment D

169

④③ v

(c)

nrns a path (a) in Environment
(correct learning ).

mr=2 mr=0,2

vw=3 vw=4

rnr=l

vw=7

mr=0

vw=2

mr=0

vlv= |

mr=0

vw=4

mr=I

vw=5

(a)                        (b)                        (C)

Fig. 6. Exanlples of paths for explaining two types of the neuЮgenesis。(a)・The mOdel rtlns on paths with
seqllences″:′・=(0,0,2,0)and′′″・={197,2}in En宙Юnment/。(b)The mOdel is put into En宙Юnment F,
rtins on a path with a sequence":′・={0,l,1)。(C)Runs on a path with a sequence″:′・=(0,0,2,0}。

④⑤ v

mr=0

(b)
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( C ) (d)

Fig. 7. Examples of connections for explaining two tlryes of the neurogenesis: (a) After the model runs on
paths in Environment I (Fig. 6a). (b) The competition when the model runs on a path with a sequence,
p11 ={0,0,2,0}, in Environment 8. (c) In the case of T+ype. (d) ln the case of P-type.

Fig。 7a.Then,the model is put into En宙 Юnment B(Fig.6b),and■ lns in order,

Fl′・=(0,1,1}・BeCause this order is dittrent from both ordes experienced in Envi―
ronment“だ, neurogenesis occurs and new connections are created in the second and

third steps of this or“r(Cens α  and c in Fig.7b)。 Then,when the l■ odel rtins on a

path,″tr={0,0,2,0},in En宙Юnment B(Fig.6c),competition occurs between cells α
and b ofthe F‐layero As shown in Fige 7b,cell α is activated by the V‐layer and cell
b is act市ated by another cen of the F‐layer through l,ソ祐″

″.The winner cell will be
drerent according to the type of neuFOgenesiso ln the case of the T‐type,cell b wins

and cell α oiSappears(Fig.7c)。 In the case of the P‐type,cell α wins and in many

cases,since there are other connections from the F‐layer,cell b also surv市es(Fig.7d).

If we setたl and■ 2 in Eqs。(8)and(9)10Wer, the speed of inaking connections
froln the neuron created by the neurogenesis becolnes slow. This coresponds to the

T‐type,and high values for A71 andた2 correspond to thc P‐type. It lnakes the neuron

from the neuЮ genesis the winner at the competition.We set up(た 1,た2)=(0.2,0。 1)

for the T‐type,and(た 1,た2)=(0.6,0.4)for thC P―type.In Section 3.2,we compare the

T―and Petype with the case where there is no neurogenesls。

3。Computer experiments

Pretlictiott oJ' a sltot'tcut in a nol)el enuirulnrent

ln this section, we demonstrate that our rnodel can predict a shortcut in novel envr-
ronments (Environrnent II and III) after learning various routes in a previous environ-
rnent (Environment I). Environrnent II has the same 3 x 3 rnatrix with Environment

V

1 0 0 2 0
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Fig. 8. Schematic representation of (a) Environment l, (b) Environment II and (c) Environment III.

I, but showing different views. Environment III has a 4 x 4 matrix, which is a larger
field than Environment I, and shows different views. Especially, in Environment [I and
lII, our model follows one route with a fixed sequence which has not experienced
Environment [. Then we test whether the model takes a shorter way or not.

First, the rnodel rnoves randomly in Environment [, but does not follow a way for
which the movement pattern is identical to the Path A in Environment II (Fig. 8b) and
the Path I in Environment III (Fig. 8c), and establishes an interconnection of views in
the F-layer. Then the rnodel applies the obtained relationships of views to Environment
II or III to predict the goal.

Fig. 8a shows Environment I. The model starts from S and moves around randomly
in Environment I. At every step, the uwth neuron of the V-layer becomes active, where
uru is given by the following equation:

D rv :5x *  y+25d r ,

where (.r, y) shows position of the model, and dr is the model's head direction (for
the definition of dr, see Section 2.3). We chose coefficients so that the maximum
of uw took under Nv(:250). When the model reaches .l/ in Environment I or takes
l0 steps, the model moves to the next trial and starts again from S in Environment
I. Four hundred and twenty models were tested. Each model used different randorn
values and perfonned the task of Environment I for total 0, 5, 10, 15, 20,25 or 30
trials. Sixty models for each total trials (0, 5,. . .,30 trials) were tested. Parameters
were (k l, /c2,k3) - (0.6, 0.2,0.0001 ) and 0 : 0.6.

Before testing at Environment II or III, we ensured that the rnodel did not follow the
sarne route with Path I or Path ̂ B in Environment [. After learning Environment I, the
model moved into Environment II or III, and was forced to run Path I in the case of
Environment II or Path B in the case of Environment III l0 times. Like Tolman et al.'s
experiment [8], each model learned only such restricted route in the new environment
and it was tested whether the rnodel chose a shorter path or not after learning that
route. In Environment [I and III, uw is given by

(22)uw :40x + 8(4 - .y) + dr,

where coefficients were chosen so that those were different frorn Eq. (21 ) and the
maximum value of ou' took under Nv.

／
　
０

∫

(21)
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Fig. 9. The average of tlrc step frequency from S to G per one trial in Environment ll (a) and Environment
III (b) in each experimental condition.

When the model reaches G in Environment Il or III (FiS. Sb and c), the RW cell
becomes active. After l0 times nrnning on Path A in Environrnent il or Path ̂ B in
Environment III, the model is placed in the starting point S again and tested whether
the model would take a shortcut.

As a result, the model chose a closer way frorn S to C in the new environments as the
total trials in Environrnent I increased. Fig. 9a shows the average of the step frequency
from S to G per one trial in Environment Il at each experimental condition. When the
model had perfonned no trial in Envirorunent I, all the rnodels merely followed Path
l. As the total trials increased, the model was able to take a shorter path and almost
all models took the shortest path in Environment II after 30 trials in Environrnent I.
Notice that after the rnodel fully learned various routes in Environment l, the model
could generate an appropriate sequence of path while the same sequence with Path A
was inexperienced, and could take a shortcut which was never experienced before. It
rneans that the model acquired the map properly.

In the case of Environment lII, the model chose a shorter path btrt did not choose the
shortest one (Fig. 9b). This is because the rnodel had not learned large size environ-
ment. Environment III (4 x 4 rnatrix) is larger than Environment I (3 x 3 rnatrix). The
model passed along the shortcut within the limits of the 3 x 3 matrix. But in the last
two steps, the rnodel followed Path B. It may be needed to add some kind of scaling
mechanism which zooms in and zooms out the rnap in order to fit the environment.

3.2. Comparison hetv'een tlrc moclel with neurogenesis arul tlrc nwdel witlt lighly
decaying connections

Because effor connections are detected when the model meets a new environment, the
model with highly decaying connections might be expected to show good perfonnance
as well as the model with neurogenesis. In this section, we compare the rnodel equipped
with neurogenesis with the case where the rnodel is not equipped with neurogenesis
but with highly decaying connections, and then, compare T-type of the neurogenesis
with P-type. In our model, highly decaying connections are realized by rnaking the
parameter k3 in Eq. (7) high, and non-neurogenesis is realized by the parameter Y < 0
(see Step I of the Section 2.3).
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We gave 58 environments to the model in succession. The size of each environment
is a 3 x 3 matrix. Each environment has a set of views defined by an equation sim-
ilar to Eq. (21) or Eq. (22). Those equations have different coefficients for different
environments.

The rnodel explores environments successively. Firstly, the model moves randomly
in the environment (at this time, the parameter 0 > I which corresponds to the random
search). When the model reaches the goal, the model is placed into S in the environ-
ment again and it is tested whether or not the model can take a shortcut (at this time,
the parameter 0:0.6). If the model cannot take a shortcut, the random search (0 > l)
is repeated in the same environment. If it can take a shortest way, total trials taken in
the environment are counted and the model is placed into S in the next environment.
For the T-type neurogenesis, we set up parameters, (kl,k2,k3)-(0.2,0.1,0.0001), and
for the P-type, (kl,k2,k3): (0.6,0.4,0.0001). For the model with highly decaying
connections, we set up the parameter Y<0 and ft3:0.01 (100 times as high as the
decaying rate of the T- and P-types). Twenty rnodels were tested at each experimental
condition.

As a result, the model without neurogenesis was not able to take a shortcut (Fig.
l0a). The model with highly decaying connections showed the same result with the
neurogenesis-based model at the first environment. But, the interference of learning
was seen after the second envirorunent. It means that decaying connections is not an
adequate method for creating the rnap.

It might seem that the value of ft3 was not optirnized. So, we tested other values of
/i3, that is.ft3:0.1 and 0.001. In all cases, the mean trial per one environment was
higher than the case of the neurogenesis. The best value of ft3 in the case of highly
decaying connections was &3 : 0.01, the middle one between three (0.1, 0.01 and
0.001). It showed average 7.4 (L20.9\ trials per one environment, although the model
with the neurogenesis showed average 2.4 (+1.0) trials in the T-type and 2.1 (+0.4)
trials in the P-type.

The rnodel with the neurogeneses was able to take a shortcut in novel environments
after the first trial with a random search for the goal (Fig. lOa and b). Although the
P-type was better than the T-type in Fig. l0b, both types acquired the ability of taking
a shortcut.
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In this experiment,we can express the difbrellce of two types of the neuЮ geilesis

well. Fig. 1l shows the average of newborn cens by the neurogenesis in each envi‐

roninent. Although the P‐ type lnade many cens in the nrst 20 environinents of the

learning, it decreased as the learning progressedo The′T‐type always made inore ceHs

than the P‐type, and even when the leanling progressed, the nuinber of cens did not

becol■e fewer. Fig。 12 shows the life span of each cel of the F‐ layero ln the T―type

(Fig。12a),the numbers Of cells with a long life and cells with a sho■ life are larger

than those of the P‐type(Fig。 12b). As described before,this is because a newborn

neuron of the T―type lneinorizes a new view, which cannot be positioned in the net―

work built up SO far, teinporaly and then be extinguished after consolidation of the

view into the netwo10k.

Fig。13a shows the increase and saturation of the sum of lッ鮮M in both types of

I「蹴 ill識丁磁寵胤:」
~:留

糧l器鵠講ltt11苛 穐お I富麒 職
although the connections lソ詳M had dispersed in the beginning by the neuЮgenesis,it
was integ10ated to cens which survived through icarning several environinents.
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4. Discussion

4.1, Model v,itlt tlrc neurogenesis

Our rnodel started from a low ability to merely follow the path to the goal ex-
perienced just before. Then, the .rnodel acquired an internal map (about "map", see
Introduction) for the shortcut navigation by relating views of each environment to the
network and avoiding contradicting connections by the neurogenesis.

Two types of neurogeneses were introduced, that is, the temporal type (T-type) and
the permanent type (P-$pe). In Section 3.2, the P-Upe acquired the shortcut ability
more quickly than the T-type. This is because connections are hard to be lost since the
network is formed not by competitions but by integrations through the P-type of the
neurogenesis. But the P-fpe needed rnore neurons to construct the network than the
T-type. It is interesting as to which type of neurogenesis is realized in the real animal
brain.

Moreover, we compared the neurogenesis with the highly decaying connections in
Section 3.2. The highly decaying connections were expected to show the same abil-
iry with the neurogenesis. But, the results showed a lower performance of the highly
decaying connections than those of the neurogenesis. Thus, it can be said that the
neurogenesis plays an important role that avoids incorrect learnings and acquires the
map, in the integration process of mernory. (When the neurogenesis occurs is de-
scribed in Step I of Section 2.3, and why it avoids incorrect learning is explained in
Section 2.4.)

4.2. Nauigatiut arul alJocenn'ic idonnation

According to the reviews on biomirnetic navigation models by Trullier et al. [20,21],
the rat's perfonnance of the shortcut navigation is called "metric navigationn'. Since the
metric navigation needs some allocentric infonnation on distances and angles between
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places, ahnost all rnodels rely on coordinate frames that are implemented a prion rn
those models, for example, assuming place cells [0,11].

But, do real rats have place cells and rnaps by nature (a priori)? In the case of the
place cell, visual landmarks can control the location of the place fields (e.g., [7,9]). It is
often thought that visual information plays an important role in the localization process
(e.g., [6]). Moreover, although Save et al. [la] discovered that blind rats developed
place cells, it carne out only within the case when rats could acquire sorne visuallike
infonnation, such as some objects different from each other in texture, instead of visual
infonnations. Therefore, we think that the map is formed as a result of learning, and
the biomirnetic navigation model for explaining the metric navigation should be based
on egocentric inputs.

Recently, Foster et al. proposed the navigation model which learns a coordinate
system [2]. The model consists of two components. One is the actor-critic system,
which learns actions to the goal using ternporal difference (TD) learning fl71, and the
other is the dead-reckoning system, which learns coordinate system. When these two
systems combine, the rnodel could cope with goal shifts in a circular watennaze.

However, if the environment itself changes, for example, sufficient shifts of visual
cues around the watermaze for changing a chart (a set of place cells [6]), the model
cannot use the coordinate system built up until then, but must releam it frorn the
start. Moreover, the rnodel assumes allocentric infonnation with place cells as inputs.
The problem is at the point that each cell showing the status of the model and the
coordinate showing the location of the rnodel are connected directly to the previous
environment. In order to realize the metric navigation, a model needs to have the robust
structure for environmental shifts. From this point, it can be said that our model with
the neurogenesis perfonned the metric navigation by no utilization of any allocentric
informations a priori.

But, as a navigation model, this model has some problems. For exarnple, the rnodel
cannot perform a detour of an obstruction. It needs to give the infonnation not only
on the goal but the obstnrction to the network. Maybe, such a model should be con-
structed to a unified system of several rnodules as suggested by Trullier et al. [21].
For constructing such a unified system to deal with dynamic environments, a problern
will be how to implement emergent processes in a highly hierarchical structure.

Patlt futegrutiotl

It is suggested that the path integration system also plays an important role in the
localization process [6,13]. Even if there is no visual information, we can specify the
original position. As stated previously, it is thought that real animals acquire this ability
by leaming. Therefore, the next step is to consider the acquisition process of the path
integration ability.

The model predicts a shortcut by calculating the FJayer and the W-layer (and not
calculating the V-layer) at the Reflection mode (Step 2 of the Section 2.3). This means
that the rnodel hardly needs the visual infonnation after the rnodel acquircs the rnap.
Therefore, we think that results in this paper show not only the perfonnance of the
neurogenesis but also the emergent process of the path integration ability. Although
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there are many models which assumed the path integration (e.g. [l3]), there are few
models which treat the fonnation process of the path integration system as a problem.

4.4. Future problent

The neurogenesis may play an important role for the transfer of memories to long-
term memory from short-tenn memory. However, the neurogenesis is not observed in
the neocortex [3], although it is thought that a long-term memory is stored in the
neocortex. Therefore, it is a problem how new information, which is fonned by the
neurogenesis in the hippocampus, is included in the existing network of the neocortex
without neurogenesis.

Moreover, our model does not memorize individual rules, but it rnemorizes a uni-
versal rule for avoiding incorrect learning. Such a system-organizing a global rule to
achieve its goal-may help to realize other biological processes like the acquisition of
language.
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